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Happy holidays to all! Another golf season has come to a close
(at least at this latitude; it may still be possible to travel to a warmer
climate to play). The Indian Hills pro
shop is open all year, even in the winter. Our winter hours are Monday and
Wednesday from 10:00-6:00, Friday
and Saturday from 10:00-5:00. If the
weather is good enough for golf (no
snow, ice, frost, or standing water),
the golf course will still be open. Give
us a call if it looks nice out; we decide
each day whether it is playable or not.
If you are a Michigan State supporter, we have lots of Spartan
golf accessories: golf bags and golf balls, head-covers and towels, and
we now have an MSU jumbo putter grip that has been extremely popular. If you are not an MSU fan, we do have the ability to order any of
these items from a wide range of colleges and universities, even some
smaller schools that you might not expect. Give us a call or stop in,
and we can let you know if your favorite team is available.
Lots of other golf-related items make wonderful gifts as well. If
you are not certain exactly which one will make your golfer happy, we
recommend the ever popular Indian Hills gift certificate. Gift certificates can be used for any of our goods or services and they never expire.
Again, our pro shop is open all year for club repair and custom
club-fitting. Looking back on the season it should be possible to identify the clubs that have worked the best for you and the clubs that have
not been rewarding enough. If you are interested in new clubs we always have lots of options. Please call and schedule a club-fitting appointment with Sam, our club-fitter and club-maker. We can improve
your equipment and hopefully eliminate that excuse from your game.
A club-fitting session also makes a great gift; the cost is $50.00 for a
60-90 minute evaluation. We can build new custom clubs, order OEM
clubs with custom specifications, or even retro-fit a golfer’s current
clubs. Remember, your clubs and your swing have to work together;
it’s not always just you (it’s not always just the clubs either!).
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HELPFUL TIPS

Some golfers are
willing to take
any risk, while
some golfers are
averse to risk of
any kind.
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Playing golf is not all about the golf swing. Before the swing even
begins, decisions must be made that will affect the outcome of the shot.
How do you decide which club to hit, where to aim and how to swing?
The real challenge of golf is the evaluation of risk versus reward. The difficulty is that there are many variables, both internal and external, and
an infinite number of possible outcomes. One of the fascinating aspects
of golf is that people can have very different standards of acceptable risk.
Some golfers are willing to take any risk if they can envision a possible
reward, while some golfers are averse to risk of any kind. As you play,
you can learn something about yourself through your own response to
risky situations.
On every shot, there are many different types of reward available.
Hitting the ball into the hole from a long distance is certainly rewarding,
but it is a rare occurrence. Often, making really solid contact in the center of the club-face is also a very rewarding feeling and it is much more
likely than a hole out. Many other rewards may be possible also, such as
hitting the ball onto the green, hitting it to realistic two-putt range
(about 15’-35’, depending on your skill level), or even one-putt range (the
distance that you can make at least 50% of the time: usually between
four feet and eight feet). Hitting the ball really far with the driver can be
a big reward. Of course, hitting it into the fairway is also extremely rewarding. Remember, other than short putts, the goal of every shot is to
set up the next shot; so again, many different types of rewards are available, and distance is not always the most valuable.
Sometimes it seems that risk is everywhere on the golf course, but
there are some places that are to be avoided if at all possible. Hitting the
ball out of bounds (marked by white stakes) is always the worst possible
result on any shot; it requires replaying the shot and adding a penalty
stroke. Usually, you also lose your golf ball when it flies out of bounds.
Some golfers resent the penalty stroke, some are more upset at the loss
of a ball, and some get more nervous the second time after failing at the
shot. Overall, there is nothing good about hitting out of bounds. There
are other hazards that also incur penalties that should be avoided. Any
time you see red stakes or yellow stakes, or water, a penalty is looming. It
is wise to play away from these hazards. Penalty strokes make your score
grow quickly, but there are other situations that can be equally risky.
When your ball ends up in the trees, it is possible to spend a few shots
before you escape the trouble. Some golfers struggle with sand shots,
making sand traps another area to be avoided. It seems that risk is everywhere on the golf course.
So maybe we can identify all these risks, and even rank them from
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If only a career best shot will
avoid disaster, and a pretty
good shot will end up in the
hazard, you need a new strategy. It is not productive to be penalized for pretty good shots.

maximum to minimum amount of potential disaster, but
how can we avoid them when we don’t have perfect command of our shots? It’s true that nobody, even the pros,
knows exactly where the ball will end up, but it is possible
to make an educated guess. To start with, crooked shots
and mishits are much more likely if you try to swing as
hard as you possibly can. If an ordinary shot will stay out
of trouble, and only a really bad shot will find the hazard
or the forest, then it is only necessary to make a routine
swing without trying too hard. If , however, only a career
best shot will avoid disaster, and a pretty good shot will
end up in the hazard, you need a new strategy. It is not
productive to be penalized for pretty good shots. A prime
example of this occurs regularly on the 7th hole here at
Indian Hills. The hole plays at least 190 yards and there is
water across the fairway at about 150 yards from the tee.
To hit the ball over the water requires a shot that carries at
least 160 yards –and straight: there is also water to the left
and right. Often we see golfers hit a very solid shot with
good contact, good launch and good direction, but it
bounces into the water. These golfers would be much better off hitting a shorter club from the tee with an easy
swing and leaving the ball short of the water. Whether
your ball ends up just short of the water or just past the
water, you are still hoping to hit it onto the green in two
shots, so why risk having a good shot penalized for virtually no reward? For the shorter hitters that do lay up short
of the water, the second shot over the water creates another dilemma. If your ball is 70-80 yards from the center of
the green, and your longest fairway club has a maximum
distance of 70-80 yards, should you choose this club?
Usually the answer is no, because this club will launch the
ball low even when struck well and will barely launch it at
all if slightly mishit. A better play is to choose a club that
has the potential to hit a high shot, even if it won’t get you
all the way to the green. That way if you don’t strike the
ball perfectly, it should still fly high enough and far
enough to clear the water and avoid the dreaded penalty.
Generally speaking, if you choose the simple shot
and focus on making solid contact without swinging too
hard, you will avoid making big numbers and your overall
scores will improve. Solid contact is an excellent reward.
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J.C.’s COURSE NOTES
For the second season in a row the golf season ended abruptly in early November. The flags
are still in and a few warm blooded souls have teed it up since, but a 40° day has been rare. Good fall
weather isn’t just great for golfers, it’s great for projects and improvements. This is the best time to
get things done that really matter next year. So what did we accomplish this fall so far?
-We start every fall by aerating the greens, tees, and approaches. For the greens we contract a
service to create holes 3/4” wide and 10” deep about every three inches. We sweep sand into the
holes and then roll the greens smooth again. On the tees and approaches we use our own equipment
and repeat the process but with shallower holes. Aeration and spiking are very beneficial to the turf.
It’s hard work and annoys golfers so there better be an upside. The biggest advantages are improved
drainage and better root development. Turf is also more tolerant of heavy traffic and turf quality is
more consistent from green to green.
-Sam got a lot done in a short time. We keep him trapped in the pro shop all spring and summer. When we let him out in the fall he’s like the Tasmanian devil in Bugs Bunny cartoons. Speaking
of bunnies, one of his first jobs was prepping a base for our 5 tee bunny arriving in the spring from
our carver, Gary Arens. Then Sam tackled all of our fences. He straightened the chain link at the entrance, replaced the posts around the perimeter that fell to tree limbs and snowplows and finally, redid the rope fence on hole #7. He relaxed by leveling and widening cart paths before cutting down
and cutting up several dead cedar trees. Did I mention that he installed several hundred feet of drain
tile in the seventh fairway and behind the sixth green?
-The cooler fall may hinder some of our turf recovery efforts. We spent a lot of time repairing
the slope on the ninth green that burns out each tear. We removed a lot of sandy soil that actually
repels water and replaced it with materials that are more turf-friendly. I had hoped for enough good
weather to let the new grass seed establish itself, but single digit temperatures in early November
shut things down. Similar story on the seventh fairway where Kevin and I attempted to repair the
long swath of dead turf caused by a burst hydraulic line on the fairway mower. By the time we could
get the area finished and topdressed for new seed, soil temperatures were borderline. Sometimes
seed can stay dormant through the winter and kick in come spring.
-Despite the cool temps we still get out on the course when it’s dry. The maple, oak, and sycamore leaves all been mulched. Now it’s time for the willows and austrees to drop theirs. And of
course, the chainsaws and log-splitter never get a rest.

FREE HEAD-COVER!!
With purchase of any custom-built golf club
($6.99 value)
Coupon required
no limit on head-covers
Expires January 31st, 2014
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Indian Hills is a 9 hole golf course that is one of Lansing area's hidden treasures. Wonderfully maintained, the golf course features lush fairways and consistently rolling
greens. Mature trees frame the fairways and strategically placed bunkers and water hazards challenge your game. Indian Hills caters to golfers of all levels. The course is short
enough for beginners to feel comfortable... while still providing a challenge for the expert player. The golf course is highlighted by abundant wildlife and numerous eye catching gardens.
At Indian Hills Custom Golf, we've been building custom golf clubs since 1979. Our professionally certified club makers Sam Anderson and J.C. Petersen can customize clubs
for golfers of all abilities, from beginners to top players. Our full service pro shop offers
a full range of club repairs, including re-gripping, extending or shortening clubs, reshafting, loft and lie adjustments and much more. Most repairs can be done promptly
and expertly within 48 hours. Custom club fitting by appointment Monday-Saturday.

Check us out on the web:
www.ihcustomgolf.com

@IndianHillsMI
www.facebook.comIndianHillsGolfCourse

Indian Hills
4887 Nakoma
Okemos, MI 48864
517-349-1010
\

indianhillscustomgolf@yahoo.com

“Get Your Thrills at Indian Hills”
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